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Abstract: This study utilizes the enclosed and stable environment of underground space for long-
term sustainable planning for urban epidemics and disasters. Owing to the COVID-19 epidemic,
cities require long-term epidemic–disaster management. Therefore, this study proposed a strategy
for integrating multiple functions to plan a comprehensive Underground Resilience Core (URC). A
planning and assessment methods of URC were proposed. With this methodology, epidemic- and
disaster- URCs were integrated to construct a comprehensive-URC in underground spaces. The
results show: (1) Epidemic-resilient URCs adopting a joint progressive approach with designated
hospitals can rapidly suppress an epidemic outbreak. (2) The regularity of the morphology of
underground spaces determines the area of the URC. Bar-shaped underground spaces have the
potential for planning disaster-URCs. (3) The URC planning efficiency ranking is as follows: Bar
shapes lead overall, T shapes are second under seismic resilience, and Cross shapes are second under
epidemic resilience. (4) The potential analysis of planning a comprehensive-URC in the underground
parking in Chinese cities showed that the recovery time can be advanced from 29% to 39% and the
comprehensive resilience can be improved by 37.63%. The results of this study can serve as sustainable
urban planning strategies and assessment tools for long-term epidemic–disaster management.

Keywords: comprehensive underground resilience core; disaster resilience; epidemic resilience;
long-term epidemic–disaster management; underground space environment; underground parking

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 epidemic has posed new challenges to urban development and plan-
ning. Globally, cities are facing epidemics that are spreading from a single region to
surrounding, national, and transnational cities. Studies have reported that the present de-
velopment trends are likely to trigger rapid and widespread transmission of epidemics [1].
Moreover, urban planning is closely related to long-term disaster management, especially
for earthquakes [2]. The urban agglomeration effect has become significant due to the im-
provement in the capacity, speed, and extent of transportation networks [3]. However, even
though urban agglomeration signifies high-level urban development, it makes most cities
disaster-prone. Hence, a comprehensive resilience assessment of urban spaces is required
to ensure safety [4]. Underground space environments exhibit natural disaster robustness,
spatial isolation, and environmental stability. Hence, the underground space environment
is pivotal to urban disaster management [5]. In this study, high-level utilization strategies
of underground spaces for urban long-term epidemic–disaster management were proposed.
Specifically, this study addressed the following requirements of the underground space
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environment: (1) intensive planning for epidemic–disaster control spaces; (2) planning
of underground spaces for long-term city routine operation and epidemic–disaster con-
trol; (3) planning of urban resilient underground spaces. Therefore, a novel method of
the comprehensive resilience of underground space planning was proposed for urban
epidemic–disaster management.

Epidemic control requires redundant medical supplies and space reserves to suppress
outbreaks [6]. Especially, epidemic treatment requires an isolated environment to prevent
infection [7]. Currently, temporary isolation hospitals are built for COVID-19 control [8].
However, because of the site constraints and isolation requirements, it is difficult to build
temporary isolation hospitals in high-density cities. Additionally, recent studies have re-
ported that aboveground temporary isolation hospitals were exposed to various risk factors,
which had a detrimental effect on patients and operations [9]. Accordingly, urban managers
and researchers have suggested that the underground emergency hospitals to mitigate
the above-mentioned drawbacks. Underground emergency hospitals possess geotechnical
environments with excellent airtightness, which are naturally isolated from aboveground
space [10]. Furthermore, underground emergency hospitals integrate medical treatment
and routine operation. A typical example is Sammy Ofer Fortified Underground Emer-
gency Hospital in Haifa, Israel [11]. The hospital is a 1500-spot three-floor underground
parking space. It can be converted into a 2000-bed underground emergency hospital within
12 h. Similarly, the Netherlands and Italy developed underground emergency hospitals to
cope with infectious diseases, disasters, and wars [12]. Generally, underground emergency
hospitals have the following unique epidemic-control characteristics: (1) the medical space
can avoid the spread of epidemic air to the aboveground space; (2) air circulation in un-
derground emergency hospitals is not affected by the aboveground environment; (3) toxic
gases are disposed, filtered, and discharged through an organized system to achieve active
control [13]. Finally, the use of underground space noncontact logistics can address the
urban traffic needs in an epidemic and reduce the risk of infection during transporta-
tion [14]. An innovative underground logistics system based on metro and unmanned
technology exhibits efficient and noncontact characteristics [15]. Therefore, building urban
underground spaces is an efficient strategy for cities to cope with epidemics.

Besides epidemic emergencies, cities (agglomerations) are exposed to seismic risks.
Regarding seismic vulnerability, urban underground spaces are resilient entities and act as a
shelter site for earthquakes [16]. To ensure that underground structures can be transformed
into reliable earthquake shelters, researchers have conducted various studies on the seismic
vulnerability of underground structures. Tsinidis [17] performed a diverse soil-structure
numerical parametric study to reveal the rectangular structure’s seismic response character-
istics. Sayed, Kwon [18] used a simulation technique to analyze the Daikai Station collapse
during the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Dong, Jing [19] adopted a collapse process simulation for
the seismic design of a rectangular underground structure. Zhong, Shen [20] used nonlinear
static pushover analysis to study the seismic vulnerability of the Daikai station. Presently,
most studies on the seismic performance of underground structures focus on subway
station structures. However, subway stations are insufficient for urban epidemic–disaster
management and for realizing the potential of urban underground spaces. Therefore, it
is necessary to study the seismic damage modes of multitype underground spaces for a
comprehensive resilience assessment of underground spaces. In this study, the characteris-
tics and efficiency of typical large underground spaces for epidemic–disaster management
were analyzed using megaseism finite element analysis.

The disaster management planning of underground spaces is crucial for the routine
operation and emergency management of cities. Following the COVID-19 epidemic, ur-
ban planning considering the possibility of sudden epidemics/disasters is required in
cities [21]. Moreover, underground spaces require dual planning for routine and emer-
gency functions [22]. Researchers have conducted extensive research on urban planning
for disaster management. Li, Zhao [23] reported that emergency shelter planning based
on time-varying needs can reduce construction costs and the average victim evacuation
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distance. Breçani and Dervishi [24] found that large underground bunker networks exhibit
high-energy-saving characteristics. Kitamura, Inazu [25] developed an allocation method
for refugees and evacuation routes. Ćurković, Svetina [26] illustrated that comprehensive
disaster management has a significant effect on disaster mitigation by studying Croatia
experiencing both COVID-19 and an earthquake in 2020. However, current shelter planning
does not include underground space epidemic management. Therefore, comprehensive
epidemic–disaster management for large underground spaces is an urgent requirement.
Moreover, the seismic performance of large underground spaces should be considered for
disaster resilience planning [27]. Therefore, this study proposed a multistate transforma-
tion framework based on comprehensive epidemic–disaster management. Utilizing the
proposed framework, large underground spaces with epidemic–disaster resilience were pro-
posed. This study proposed underground spaces to build a comprehensive underground
resilience core (URC).

To address the demands of large spaces for long-term epidemic–disaster management,
this study proposed a novel URC planning strategy for urban underground spaces. Fur-
thermore, methods for comprehensive resilience assessment of URCs were proposed. The
methods quantitatively assessed the urban disaster management resilience and provided an
important reference for the construction of existing and future urban underground spaces.
The results of this study can guide the comprehensive planning of routine operations and
the epidemic–disaster management of urban underground structures.

2. Methodology

This study aims to investigate URC planning and assessment methods. First, URC
planning was conducted and large underground space models (Cross, T, and Bar) were
constructed for epidemic-resilience URC planning. Second, the disaster-URC planning
was conducted considering typical megaseism disasters. The epidemic-URC and disaster
-URC were integrated to form the comprehensive-URC. Third, the URC schemes were
assessed with URC morphology indicators. The comprehensive resilience assessment of
the URC was conducted using the 2019 Wuhan COVID-19 data and 1995 Kobe earthquake
data. Finally, the comprehensive resilience potential of urban underground spaces in China
was analyzed.

2.1. URC Planning

A strategy for URC planning in large urban underground spaces was proposed in this
study. Comprehensive resilience was considered as three modules, as Stock, Increment, and
Variable. Comprehensive resilience was achieved by Stock–Increment–Variable transforma-
tion (Figure 1). With Stock as the core, the space and function transformed to Increment
and Variable to improve urban resilience. Through emergency transformation of Increment
and the sustainable transformation of Variable, long-term urban disaster management
can be achieved. The efficiency of fully utilizing urban spaces was studied by analyzing
the layouts of the URC planning in large underground spaces. URCs have the following
characteristics: they are resilient to urban disasters; they offer a large space for epidemic–
disaster management; they have multiple functions that ensure routine and emergency
operations. The function and space of URCs were planned for Stock–Increment–Variable
transformation, including:

(1) The URC included the Stock module. Large spaces were planned to meet the needs
of citizens, as well as ensure necessary lifeline space and emergency transformation.
Therefore, Stock should exhibit strong robustness.

(2) The URC included the Increment module for short-term disaster factors. Module
Increment was multistate. When the disaster resistance demand exceeded the capacity
of Stock, the Increment module provided a resilient reinforcement through an emer-
gency transformation. Increment transformed into functions such as civil defense and
epidemic–disaster control to accommodate citizens and absorb near-term uncertainty.
Therefore, Increment should be resourceful, redundant, and inclusive.
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(3) The URC included the Variable module to upgrade future resilience. Considering
future developments and external uncertainty, Variable provided spaces that can be
easily renovated and upgraded. Therefore, Variable should be reflective and flexible.

Figure 1. URC planning of Stock–Increment–Variable transformation.

To achieve comprehensive resilience, the URC integrated the functions and space of
epidemic–disaster control. The URC planning methods are as follows:

(1) A large space with flexible functions was planned as Stock + Increment, and the outer
areas were planned as Variable. Stock + Increment was planned as the epidemic URC.

(2) Stock was planned to deal with disasters. The underground disaster-resilience area
was designated as Stock and the disaster-URC.

(3) Stock was planned by considering megaseism. The megaseism FEA was performed
on the underground structures. The megaseism FEA revealed the damage modes
of the large underground spaces. A safe distance was set to prevent uncertainty in
linkage damage. A fixed distance between the first breakage and the URC was used
as the safe distance to avoid an impact on the escape route. Stock was planned by
combining the megaseism resilience area with the safety distance, which was also
used in the disaster-URC.

(4) The disaster-URC and epidemic-URC were integrated, and Stock–Increment–Variable
planning was conducted to construct the comprehensive URC.

(5) Comprehensive resilience was achieved by Stock–Increment–Variable transformation.

In general, underground large spaces with flexible functions were planned as the
epidemic-URC, and each disaster-URC was planned through disaster analysis. Finally,
the epidemic-URC and disaster-URC were integrated to form a comprehensive-URC with
routine functions and disaster resilience.

2.2. URC Assessment
2.2.1. URC Morphology Assessment

The layout and size of the URC are closely related to the Stock–Increment–Variable
transformation efficiency. Considering the requirements for comprehensive resilience, the
URC should have the characteristics of inclusiveness, compactness, and regularity. There-
fore, URC morphology indicators were established for the URC performance assessment.
First, large spaces are not only required for routine operations but also for accommodating
more citizens and ensuring flexible development. Therefore, a large underground space
for URC planning can ensure strong resilience. D1 of Equation (1) was set based on the
above characteristics. Furthermore, compactness is a key factor in the URC space layout.
Compactness refers to a URC that is concentrated rather than spread out. A resilient
URC should be centrally located and have a single strong resilient escape route to shorten
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the escape time. D2 of Equation (2) was set based on the above characteristics. Finally,
regularity is a key factor in the layout of a URC space. The regularity refers to a regular
geometry of the URC rather than having too many extending blocks. D3 of Equation (3)
was set based on the above characteristics.

D1 =
AS

AS+I
,

AS+I

AS+I+V
(1)

D2 =
ASmax

AS
,

AS+Imax

AS+I
(2)

D3 = 2

√
π

AS

LS
, 2

√
π

AS+I

LS+I
(3)

2.2.2. URC Comprehensive Resilience Assessment

This study used epidemic and megaseism time–history data for the comprehensive
resilience assessment. Two datasets were used as the URC activation scenarios: (1) The 2019
Wuhan COVID-19 outbreak. Human-to-human transmission occurred during the epidemic.
Approximately 50,000 people were eventually diagnosed with the infection [28]. (2) The
1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan occurred in Kansai, Japan. The earthquake had a magnitude
of 7.3 on the Richter scale. Kobe is an important city in Kansai with a dense population.
Approximately 300,000 people were affected and 43,792 people were injured [29]. These
two typical urban emergency cases are typical to evaluate the comprehensive resilience
of URCs.

The resilience functions were constructed for the URC assessment. The primary func-
tion of a URC is to provide a large space to accommodate the affected citizens. Therefore,
its performance can be quantified by the number of cured citizens and bed supply. The
process of establishing the resilience function was as follows. (1) The bed supply quantity
was calculated based on the bed density of temporary isolation hospitals (Equation (4)).
(2) Considering the epidemic–disaster difference, the bed demand was counted based on
the time–history data (Equation (5)). The number of cured citizens was assumed to be
proportional to the bed supply quantity, and the treatment capacity remains the same
for each disaster. (3) The cure performance function Qc was defined as the ratio of the
performance recovery to the performance loss [30]. The difference between the current
and maximum bed demands was used to characterize the performance recovery; the most
critical maximum bed demand was used to characterize the performance loss (Equation (6)).
The bed supply performance function Qb was defined as the ratio of the current bed supply
to the maximum bed supply (Equation (7)). Qb and Qc represent the process and outcome
of performance, respectively. A comparative analysis of the two reveals the effect of bed
supply on recovery. (4) Qc − T, QBar − T functions and curves were established using
the two time–history scenario data. (5) The Q − T functions were integrated to obtain the
resilience functions Re and Rs (Equation (8)). The comprehensive resilience function Rc was
superimposed on the two scenarios R (Equation (9)).

Bc = ρA (4)

Bc(t) =
{

BR + BS − BC − BD...Epidemic
BR − BC − BD . . . . . . . . . . . Disaster

(5)

BR represents bed demand, BS represents bed demand of suspected cases, BC rep-
resents the number of cured citizens, BD represents the number of deaths, and ρ is
5.07 (m2/bed) [31].

Qc(t) =
BcMax − Bc(t)

BcMax
(6)
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Qb(t) =
Bb(t)
BbMax

(7)

R =

∫ tmax
t0

Q(t)dt

(tmax − t0)Q(0)
(8)

Rc = Re + Rs (9)

where Q(t) is the QC over time; t0 and tmax are the time when the disaster starts and the
maximum recovery time of multiple schemes, respectively; BcMax indicates the maximum
number of cured citizens; BC(T) indicates the number of cured citizens at time t; Bb(t)
indicates the bed supply at time t; BbMax indicates the maximum quantity of the bed supply.

3. URC Planning Based on Typical Large Underground Spaces

Based on the URC planning, large spaces were used as Stock + Increment and the
epidemic-URC. Subsequently, the disaster-URC planning was conducted considering mul-
tiple urban disasters. Focusing on urban megaseisms, the efficiency of the disaster-URC
was analyzed. Finally, the functions and spaces of the epidemic- and disaster-URCs were
integrated to build the comprehensive-URC.

3.1. Epidemic-URC

Typical large underground space schemes were selected to analyze the characteristics
and efficiency of the URC planning. Typical large underground spaces include public
buildings, commercial complexes, and subway hubs. A typical large underground space is
a multifloor frame structure. A large underground space is merged with the surrounding
and can be classified into “Cross”, “T”, and “Block” based on the morphology. The
Cross(T)-shaped underground hub extending blocks tend to be functionally fixed and can
be renovated and upgraded according to future demand. The central regions are set as
lobbies with large spaces and high headroom, which are suitable for the Stock–Increment
transformation. Bar-shaped underground spaces typically include large parking spaces.
The spaces can be used as services and upgrades in the future. Therefore, most of the
Bar-shaped large spaces are flexible.

Based on the above schemes, the epidemic-URC planning of typical large underground
spaces was performed. Cross(T)-shaped underground hubs have complex functions. The
extending blocks normally have insufficient space and fixed functions for emergency
transformation. Flexible large spaces are arranged compactly and centrally, usually at
the center of the block intersection. In contrast, the Bar shape is largely free of functional
and spatial constraints, and Increment and Variable could be transformed in the short-
and long-term according to demand, forming Stock + Increment (Variable). Note that
the efficiency of the epidemic-URC is closely related to the URC area, and its capacity
determines the bed supply capacity [32]. Therefore, except for Variable, large spaces with
flexible functions in typical underground spaces were used for Stock + Increment and the
epidemic-URC.

The start-up conditions for the epidemic-URCs were determined based on the COVID-19
epidemic control data. A mechanism for the rapid transformation between routine and
epidemic states needs to be established with the following requirements: (1) long-term
adequate reserves of medical equipment to ensure that surges in demand for healthcare can
be adequately addressed; (2) long-term adequate reserves of material supplies to ensure
the rapid setup of underground emergency hospitals [33]; (3) modular isolation equip-
ment to ensure rapid start-up of URCs. Based on the above, the start-up conditions for
epidemic-URCs require a joint progressive approach with local designated hospitals. The
joint approach involves the following steps: designated hospitals receive patients; when the
demand for healthcare in the designated hospitals increases significantly, epidemic-URCs
are prepared in advance; when the healthcare capacity of the designated hospitals ap-
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proaches saturation and the epidemic remains unsuppressed, epidemic-URCs are activated
quickly. Timely activation of the centralized isolation of epidemic-URCs can effectively
suppress outbreaks [34].

3.2. Disaster-URC

Urban multidisaster URCs were planned based on the Stock–Increment–Variable plan-
ning. Epidemic-URCs (Stock + Increment), disaster-URCs (Stock)1, and other multidisaster
resilience (Stock)n URCs were integrated. In contrast to the other multidisaster resilience
URCs, megaseism-URCs have the following unique characteristics: (1) earthquakes are
difficult to predict and last for a small duration; other disasters are predictable and the
corresponding URCs can be prepared in advance and activated immediately. Therefore,
epidemic resilience is the most challenging for URCs. (2) The shape and size of epidemic-
URCs are significantly affected by the structural and geotechnical seismic vulnerabilities.
The URCs for other disasters are not affected by the above factors but are related to the
isolation from disasters by underground space. Therefore, disaster-URCs are dependent
on the seismic vulnerability of underground structures and geotechnical environments,
whereas other URCs are dependent on isolated and stable underground spaces. Therefore,
megaseism disaster was analyzed for constructing the disaster-URC.

3.2.1. Finite Element Analysis Model and Parameters

Megaseism-FEA was performed for disaster-URC planning. Typical large under-
ground space finite element models were established. Megaseism-FEA was performed
to analyze the layout and efficiency of the disaster-URC. Thus, the Stock in large under-
ground spaces and the layout of disaster-URCs were finally determined based on the
megaseism-FEA results.

A 3D underground structural geotechnical coupling finite element model was built,
and ADINA was used for megaseism-FEA. Based on the typical building and structural
layout of the large underground space, the finite element models of Cross, T, and Block
schemes were constructed (Figure 2a). The underground structure schemes were a typical
five-floor multipan frame. The total height and longitudinal length are 28.5 and 240 m, re-
spectively. Primarily, the dynamic response of structures was studied and the geotechnical
models of typical underground structures were evaluated for earthquakes. Researchers
have studied the seismic failure mechanism of the Daikai Station, which was severely
damaged and collapsed in the 1995 Kobe earthquake [35,36]. Thus, data on the earth-
quake waves and geotechnical parameters of the Daikai Station earthquake were used [37].
Moreover, the Drucker–Prager material constitutive model was adopted for the input. The
concrete model on ADINA based on nonlinear fracture mechanics was used for the concrete
material constitutive model. A bilinear elastoplastic material constitutive model was used
for steel. A geotechnical simulation was performed using eight-node 3D solid elements.
The structural walls and plates were simulated with a four-node shell element. Reinforced
concrete elements were simulated by integrating the concrete with equivalent reinforcement
elements. An explicit dynamic analysis based on a large deformation displacement was
conducted. The fracture condition was set as the maximum effective cumulative plastic
strain. The elements were deleted to simulate damage and observe the structural damage
location and modes.

A sophisticated 3D underground structure soil model with dimensions of 300 m ×
1500 m × 150 m was established (Figure 2b). To ensure that the boundary had a negligible
effect on the soil–structure interaction, the lateral boundary was more than five times
the structure depth, and the bottom boundary was four times the structure height [16].
The bottom geotechnical elements were constrained by the freedom of the horizontal and
vertical deformations. In the 3D soil–structure coupling model, the seismic deformations of
the underground structure were constrained by the surrounding geotechnical elements.
The following contacts were set at the interface between the structure and the soil elements:
(a) the contact pressure was transferred when the interfaces were compressed; (b) tension
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was not transferred when the interfaces were separated; (c) the tangential deformation of
the soil–structure interfaces were modeled by the Coulomb friction model with a friction
coefficient of 0.4.

Figure 2. Finite element models of Cross, T, and Bar schemes. (a) Structure models of Cross, T, and
Block schemes; (b) Soil–structure finite element model.

3.2.2. Underground Structures Seismic Damage Modes

Figure 3 shows the results of the megaseism-FEA. Figure 3a presents that the seis-
mic resilience of underground spaces is closely related to the soil–structure interactions.
The extension blocks of the Cross(T) shape produced irregular soil–structure interaction
interfaces with concave–convex corners. From the soil–structure interaction stress vector
diagram, soil was subjected to high stress at the interfaces of the irregular walls, especially
at the concave–convex position of the extending blocks. In contrast, a regular Bar-shaped
underground space mainly produced lateral deformation. The Bar shape did not produce a
superior interface for soil–structure interaction. It acted more evenly on the side span and
the peak stress was shown at the intersection of the corner spans.
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Figure 3. Results of megaseism-FEA for underground structures. (a) Soil–structure interaction stress
vectors of Cross(T)-shaped and Bar-shaped schemes; (b) Damage modes of Cross, T, and Bar schemes.

Figure 3b shows the damage modes of the three megaseism-FEA schemes. The
FEA failure was characterized as follows: (1) if the gray slab and green wall elements
were deleted for reaching the fracture condition, and the blue reinforcement elements
were exposed; (2) if the reinforcement elements were deleted, the region was considered
completely collapsed. The damage mode of the Cross(T) shapes was torsional deformation.
Under the action of megaseism, the extending blocks caused lateral deformation relative
to the central URC area. Additionally, the soil–structure interaction intensified the soil
pressure in the surrounding concave corners of the URC, making the area extremely
vulnerable to damage. In contrast, the damage mode of the Bar shape was primarily lateral
deformation due to the structural regularity and uniformity of the soil–structure interaction.
The side span roof was finally destroyed by lateral deformation. Figure 4a,b show the
time–history tensile stress of the walls and roofs of the Cross(T) shape. The interruption in
the stress–time curve indicates that an element is damaged and removed. The first breakage
occurred in the wall and roof elements at the concave–convex corners. The greater the
tensile stress closer to the breaking point, the farther the element beyond the span of the
column that remains intact.

In conclusion, the damage modes of the Cross, T, and Bar schemes determine the
layout and size of the Stock and the URC. For the Cross(T) shape, the surrounding concave–
convex walls of the URC and roofs fractured first. Subsequently, the cracks caused partial
damage. Finally, the crack penetration caused the URC roof to become unconstrained and
collapse, resulting in an instant 1/50 downward deflection (Figure 4c,d). Additionally,
significant damage to the roof may cause serious secondary disasters: roof debris falling
into the interior causes major accidents, and large deformations cause damage to equipment,
especially for the B1 level. Therefore, the failure of concave corners compressed the layout
and area of the Stock. In contrast, damage in the Bar shape occurred only in the outer span
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and did not affect the URC region. Therefore, the Bar shape has a larger area than the
regular Stock.

Figure 4. Cross(T)-shape time-history curves. (a) Tensile stress of Wall (b) Tensile stress of Slab;
(c) URC roof collapses (d) Roof deformation.

3.3. Comprehensive-URC

The disaster analysis suggests that the comprehensive-URC can be planned through
epidemic-URC and disaster-URC integration. First, according to Section 2.2, the damage
mode was selected to build the Stock and the disaster-URC by determining a safe distance.
According to Figure 4a,b, the elements that were one span away from the breakage remained
intact. Therefore, the safe distance was defined as one span. Second, the Cross(T)-shaped
Stock should not be considered for the B1 floor to ensure that the large roof deformations
and falling objects can not affect the URC resilience. Finally, the Stock, disaster-URC, and
comprehensive-URC were constructed for the Cross, T, and Bar underground spaces. The
disaster-URC morphology derivation and Stock–Increment–Variable planning were shown
in Figure 5.

Owing to the integration effect of the URCs, the URCs exhibit organized and hierar-
chical characteristics. The integration effect of epidemic- and disaster-URCs presented the
following effects: (1) the emergency resources and capabilities in the underground space
were concentrated in the Stock. Thus, the Stock formed a robust urban space. (2) Increment
of the underground space was prepared for rapid and flexible transformation. The Stock
can immediately activate the peripheral Increment for resilient reinforcement to cope with
multidisaster uncertainty. Thus, Increment represented a redundant and resourceful space.
(3) Variable was developed in an underground space that can be renovated and upgraded.
In the future, Variable can be renovated into the Stock or Increment on demand to respond
intelligently to multidisaster situations in cities.
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Figure 5. Comparison of URC planning.

4. URC Assessment Results

A morphology and resilience assessment of the URC schemes was conducted, and the
optimum comprehensive resilience scheme was obtained.

4.1. URC Morphology Assessment Results

Disaster-based Stock–Increment–Variable planning reveals the efficiency of the URCs
for different large underground spaces (Figure 6a). For the Stock, the regular Bar shape
damage mode had a limited impact on the URC; thus, 68% of the disaster resilience
space was obtained. In contrast, the Cross and T damage modes constrained the URC
layout, owing to the exclusion of the B1 level, which significantly reduced the URC area.
Consequently, the disaster resilience spaces of the Cross and T shapes were only 20.59%
and 30.88% of that of the Bar shape, respectively. Further, for the Stock + Increment,
the Bar-shaped underground space enabled the large space for Stock–Increment–Variable
transformation; thus, a larger epidemic management space was obtained. The functions of
Cross(T)-shaped underground hubs were generally more complex, and the distribution
of flexible large spaces was compact and concentrated. Moreover, the T shape was one
extending block less than the Cross shape for epidemic management. The epidemic
resilience spaces of the Cross and T shapes were 0.83 and 0.73 times that of the Bar shape,
respectively. In general, comprehensive resilience adopts the integration of epidemic–
disaster management. The URC planning efficiency of underground space in different
scenarios is ranked as follows: the Bar shape leads overall, the T shape leads second for
disaster resilience, and the Cross shape leads second for epidemic resilience.
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Figure 6. URC planning and morphology assessment. (a) Disaster-based URC planning; (b) Epidemic-
URC morphology assessment (c) Disaster-URC morphology assessment.

The URC morphology indicators (Equations (1)–(3)) quantified the URC efficiency
(Figure 6b,c). The evaluation results were standardized using the D1 indicators. Consid-
ering the epidemic-URCs, the most significant difference among the URC morphology
indicators was the D1 indicator. This indicates that the Cross(T) shape, which can only be de-
veloped in the central region, is not as efficient as the Bar shape. Regarding disaster-URCs,
D1 increased with increasing D3, indicating that the more regular the underground space
morphology, the larger the URC area. Furthermore, for the megaseism-FEA, structural ir-
regularities increased the adverse effects of soil on the Cross(T) shape and torsional damage
mode. Therefore, both the megaseism-FEA and URC morphology indicators demonstrate
that the regularity of underground space determined the seismic performance, shape, and
size of the URC because there was no URC dispersion in any of the three schemes, and
D2 is 1. In general, URC morphology indicators are consistent with the epidemic–disaster
analysis results and accurately reflect the URC efficiency of large underground spaces.

4.2. Comprehensive Resilience Assessment Results

Based on the above analysis, the comprehensive resilience of URCs in typical large
underground spaces can be evaluated. Two urban emergency scenarios were established
using the time–history data of the COVID-19 in Wuhan and Kobe earthquakes. The original
scenario employing a large number of temporary isolation hospitals served as the basic
data [38]. The effect of activating individual URCs, in combination with the original
scenario, on urban resilience was analyzed. Data from the original scenario and activation
of only designated hospitals were used as the two comparative scenarios. According to
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Section 2.2.2, Qc − T, QBar − T, and R functions were used for the comprehensive resilience
assessment (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Q − T and comprehensive resilience assessments for designated hospitals and Cross-/T-
/Bar-shaped URCs. (a) Epidemic Q − T (b) Disaster Q − T; (c) Resilience R assessment (d) Recovery
time T assessment. Note: DH, O, C, T, and B indicate only activating designated hospitals, the
original scenario of activating temporary isolation hospitals, and Cross-/T-/Bar-shaped URCs with
this, respectively. Re, Rs, and Rc indicate the resilience functions for the epidemic, disaster, and
comprehensive resilience, respectively (Equations (8) and (9)). Te and Ts indicate the advanced
recovery times for epidemics and disasters, respectively.

The Q − T and R functions quantified the two scenarios for postdisaster recovery. In
urban epidemic scenarios, the Stock + Increment of a URC can provide a substantial bed
supply. The QBar − T curve showed that the urban epidemic resistance was significantly
improved compared to the original scenario by utilizing URCs (Figure 7a). In the urban
megaseism scenario, URCs activate the Stock to provide shelter beds, but the QBar − T
curve indicates that only the Bar-shaped URCs lead to significant improvements (Figure 7b).
Quantified by the R function, the contribution of a single URC to the epidemic resilience
was from 11.03% to 13.35%, and that to the disaster resilience was from 2.44% to 9.27%.
Consequently, the urban comprehensive resilience was improved after the provision of
additional bed supplies by the three schemes. For the comprehensive resilience, the Bar-
shaped URC with an 11.54% Rc improvement led to a significant advantage (Figure 7c).
The comprehensive resilience of the Cross- and T-shaped URCs was consistent (Rc = 0.997),
while each had second place in disaster resilience and epidemic resilience, respectively.

The Qc-T function represents the evolutionary trend of the urban epidemic–seismic
asylum demands. Epidemic outbreaks are infectious and repetitive. Therefore, Qc − T
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exhibited a decreasing evolution in the period of day 20 to day 40. In contrast, a large
number of asylum demands were generated instantaneously after a megaearquake, and the
starting point of the Qc − T curve became the most vulnerable moment. A comparison of
QBar − T and Qc − T curves elucidates the effect of bed supply on the recovery from urban
epidemics and disasters. From Figure 7a,b, it can be inferred that, if only the designated
hospitals were activated, cities cannot recover quickly in epidemic–seismic scenarios. In
contrast, when Qb increases to a supply–demand balance (Qb = 1), the epidemic Qc − T
curve showed a turning point and began to recover. Similarly, the disaster Qc − T showed
a Gaussian curve feature and began to accelerate recovery at Qb = 1; this indicates that
adequate bed supply is a critical condition for urban comprehensive resilience. The recovery
time was analyzed in Figure 7d and assumed that the Qc recovery was 0.9. The recovery
time of the Bar-shaped URC under the two scenarios reached the target by 16.95% and
7.69% earlier, demonstrating an excellent recovery capability. Cross- and T-shaped URCs
contributed significantly (15.25% and 13.56%, respectively) to the advanced recovery time
under epidemic scenarios. However, their contribution (1.92%) to the advanced recovery
time under disaster was negligible.

5. Potential Analysis for Comprehensive Resilience of Urban Underground Space in China

The above analysis indicates that URC planning in underground spaces can improve
the current urban comprehensive resilience significantly. Among the underground struc-
tures considered, underground parking has a regular shape and flexible layout and is
common in urban residential, commercial, and public buildings. The development of
urban underground parking areas in URCs has great potential for comprehensive epidemic–
disaster management. Therefore, the comprehensive resilience of urban underground
parking areas was assessed for URC planning in China. The “Blue Book on Urban Un-
derground Space Development in China 2021” was used to select 100 sample cities for
statistics based on the economic profile, social basis, and traffic demand [39]. Thus, data
on the cities was used to obtain the urban underground parking area data with sample
characteristics and reliable data sources (Figure 8a). The number of people affected by the
COVID-19 epidemic in Wuhan [28] and the Kobe earthquakes [29] were also used as data.
The total underground parking area corresponding to the affected people was calculated
based on 35 m2/car using the Chinese “Design Code for Garage” [40]. Additionally, un-
derground parking is presented as a large, Bar-shaped underground space. Based on the
Stock–Increment–Variable planning of the Bar-shaped URC in Figure 6a, the data from
Figure 8a were converted into data on epidemic- and disaster-URC areas of the sample
cities and average data as Figure 8b.

Figure 9 shows the potential analysis for the comprehensive resilience of urban under-
ground space in China. The data on Hangzhou and Wuhan ranked at the top and middle in
the urban underground space development index in China. The data of these two cities and
the average data were selected for comprehensive resilience assessment and demonstration
(Figure 9). Qb − T curves showed that cities with medium or higher underground space
development (Hangzhou, Wuhan) can provide more than 10 and 4 times the bed demand,
respectively (Figure 9a,c). For epidemic–seismic management, the increase in the bed capac-
ity can accommodate the need for treatment and shelter in urban epidemics and disasters.
The Qc − T function assessed that the recovery time to Qc = 0.9 was from 42% to 63% earlier,
and the RC function assessed that the comprehensive resilience was from 62.37% to 66.67%
higher (Figure 9e,f). Therefore, Chinese cities with above medium underground parking
development intensity have reserves for strong epidemic–seismic resilience.
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Figure 8. Stock–Increment–Variable planning for urban underground spaces in China. (a) Under-
ground parking areas (b) Stock–Increment–Variable planning of cities’ underground parking areas of
cities. Note: UPR indicates underground parking ratio. CN indicates the number of cars/ people.

Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Potential analysis for comprehensive resilience of urban underground space in China.
(a) Epidemic Qb; (b) Epidemic Qc; (c) Disaster Qb; (d) Disaster Qc; (e) Comparison of R; (f) Compari-
son of T.

The average underground parking data can characterize the comprehensive resilience
potential for epidemic–disaster management. Figure 9b showed the epidemic reversal
from day 20 to day 40 for Wuhan, owing to insufficient bed supply (Qc O). Figure 9a,c
showed that URCs can quickly release 1.5 to 3 times the bed demand during epidemics and
megaseisms using underground parking. In particular, URC planning for underground
parking can cause the reversal trend of the epidemic to disappear (Figure 9b). The turning
point of the Qc − T curve advanced from the original 35 day to 21 day. Additionally, the
disaster Qc − T curve approximated the recovery pattern of the Gaussian curve under the
original bed supply. If an average underground parking area was employed, the recovery
of the Qc − T curve was significantly accelerated (near-linear recovery for the above
medium cities) (Figure 9d). Therefore, superimposing the underground parking as URCs
leads to a significant improvement in the urban epidemic–disaster recovery performance.
Finally, the recovery time to reach Qc = 0.9 was 29% to 39% earlier as assessed by the
Qc − T function, and the comprehensive resilience was 37.63% higher as assessed by the
RC function. In summary, if underground parking in China is fully developed for URC
planning, it possesses significant potential to improve urban comprehensive resilience.

6. Discussion

In response to the proposed strategies and assessment results, this study discusses
the following:

1. Adequate shelter space accelerates resilience recovery from epidemics and disas-
ters. Especially for epidemics, sufficient bed supply anticipates the emergence of
performance turning points and avoids the recurrence of epidemics. This reveals that
adequate space planning is necessary to enhance comprehensive urban resilience.
The current use of aboveground space for disaster management remains challenging,
owing to the special requirements of the epidemic–disaster management space. The
results of the assessment indicate that the current use of only aboveground designated
hospitals is not sufficient to respond to disaster outbreaks and is not conducive to
long-term epidemic–disaster resilience management.

2. The assessment results suggest that the use of existing urban underground space in
China can significantly enhance the comprehensive resilience of the city. Unlike some
studies that used new construction to improve urban resilience [41,42], this study
advocates the use of existing urban space to improve urban resilience. URC planning
is the utilization of three modules as Stock, Increment, and Variable within the un-
derground space. This strategy does not require new large-scale civil construction,
but only the utilization of underground spaces. URC planning reflects the refined
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management of underground resources [43,44] and exploits the potential of urban
underground space.

3. The URC planning and assessment method have adaptability for long-term urban
disaster management. For cities that have built certain underground spaces, URC
planning can be initiated immediately to enhance the comprehensive resilience at the
earliest. For cities that have not built sufficient underground spaces, the proposed
resilience assessment method can be used to assess the current resilience state. This
will produce the following results: if aboveground space is sufficient for resilience
construction (designed hospitals) and does not interfere with urban functions, there is
no need to use underground space for epidemic control; if both aboveground space
and underground space do not meet epidemic resilience demands, the resilience
assessment gives quantitative results. The poor resilience assessment result is exactly
what urban construction should focus on. This provides an important reference value
for developing the future resilience construction of cities. Therefore, the strategy and
assessment method of URC planning can both adapt to the existing underground
space to enhance urban resilience and provide an important reference for the future
resilience construction of the cities.

7. Conclusions

In this study, the planning and assessment of URCs were investigated. Epidemic-
and disaster-URCs were planned in typical large underground spaces. Subsequently, the
epidemic- and disaster-URCs were integrated to construct comprehensive-URCs. Finally,
the comprehensive resilience potential of urban underground spaces in China was analyzed.
The results of this study were summarized as follows:

1. The efficiency of epidemic-URCs depends on its area, whereas disaster-URCs also
require consideration of morphology. Underground space use large flexible spaces for
planning epidemic-URCs. The megaseism damage modes determine the layout and
size of the disaster-URC.

2. Morphology of underground spaces is essential for comprehensive resilience. The
URC morphology indicators reveal that the more regular the morphology, the larger
the URC area. Irregular Cross(T)-shaped disaster-URCs are subject to considerable
constraints. URC planning efficiency is ranked as follows: the Bar shape leads overall,
the T shape leads second under disaster resilience, and the Cross shape leads second
under epidemic resilience.

3. The epidemic–seismic scenario assessment shows that bed supply comparable to bed
demand is the key for recovery. In this case, the epidemic-cured performance presents
a turning point, whereas the disaster-cured performance shows rapid recovery. An
individual Bar-shaped URC can improve comprehensive resilience by 11.54% over
the current application of upper temporary isolated hospitals. Cross(T)-shaped URCs
contribute significantly to the epidemic scenario (15.25% and 13.56%); however, their
contribution is low in the case of disasters (1.92%).

4. Chinese cities with above-medium-intensity underground parking development have
potential for strong resilience to epidemics and disasters. If the Chinese underground
parking resources are efficiently utilized for URC planning, the recovery time will be
29% to 39% earlier, and the comprehensive resilience will be improved by 37.63%.

The present research results have practical value for urban long-term comprehensive
epidemic–disaster management and URC planning in urban underground spaces.
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